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While many know i4cp for our research, which focuses on the next practices of high-

performance organizations, in many ways it’s our community that is our secret ingredient. 

We’re privileged to showcase the perspectives and predictions of leading-edge executive 

practitioners from i4cp member organizations, as well as acclaimed members of i4cp’s 

Thought Leader Consortium, who make up our unique community. The collective 

insight is inspiring and without parallel.

For 2019, we kept it simple; we asked this distinguished group for their expectations in 

the coming year on two important questions:

•   How do you see the way work is being conducted changing over the next 12 months, 

and what would your recommendation be to other HR leaders seeking to stay ahead 

of this disruption?

•   What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining a disruptive culture?

As I read the responses, it became clear that 2018 was an incredibly polarizing year and 

has had a significant impact on how we are thinking about 2019. In recent times, human 

capital professionals have dealt with a level of divisiveness, moral and ethical issues, and 

discussions of values and inclusion like never before. Clearly this has impacted many 

organizational cultures and has tested the decision skills of leadership. Hanging in the 

balance is the productivity of the workforce—something we now suspect is more fragile 

than previously thought. The cause and effect between outside forces and our internal 

environment seems more pronounced than ever.

Our expert panel’s predictions boiled down to a few distinct (and alliterative) themes:

1.   Inclusion and Immunity – Many of our experts referenced not only the importance 

of fostering an inclusive environment, but also providing psychological safety at 

work. These are not new ideas, just concepts whose importance has risen in today’s 

polarizing climate.  

Kevin Oakes
CEO
i4cp

Foreword

Productivity, Polarization, and 
Predictions in an Alliterative World

https://www.i4cp.com/thought-leaders
https://www.i4cp.com/thought-leaders
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevinoakes/
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2.   Purpose and Profit – Workers across all generations are placing a high priority on 

applying their talent to organizations that have clear purpose that extends beyond 

profit. Organizations must be able to authentically connect to both the head and the 

heart of the talent it seeks to attract and retain. 

3.   Listening and Learning – While listening to the workforce is imperative, what may be 

more important today is helping employees feel like their voices matter and that they 

are able to contribute. Leveraging the collective wisdom of the workforce is a concept 

that is still underutilized in many organizations, but high-performance organizations 

prove their agility by listening and learning quickly in order to execute effectively.

4.   Clarity and Collaboration – With so much happening (internally and externally), 

clarity about what matters most, why it matters, and where it can make the greatest 

impact is essential.  

For example, pursuing collaborations in a very purposeful (i.e., intentional) manner, 

identifying the real information flow and bottlenecks across the enterprise, and 

preparing workers to leverage (and not become victims of) new-age technologies is 

what sets the high performers apart from the low performers.

5.   Trust and Transparency – What a leader produces is no longer sufficient unless 

how they went about achieving those results aligns with the organization’s values and 

desired culture.  

Trust in the organization is critical. So, whether an organization seeks to be more agile, 

innovative, collaborative, or inclusive, the behaviors it needs of its leaders (at all levels) 

must be modeled and reinforced consistently.  
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This past year brought tremendous disruption and volatility to markets and organizations 

worldwide. And there appears to be no end to this tumultuous environment as we enter 

the new year.  

With the help of our community, we sensed this. It’s the reason i4cp kick-started 2018 

with ground-breaking research on organizational agility and it’s also the motivation 

behind an extensive new survey we have just concluded on the leadership and HR actions 

that transform culture—the largest research study in the history of i4cp.

These and other important studies—in addition to the perspective shared by the 17 

leaders we’ve featured here—will uniquely position i4cp members to successfully 

anticipate, adapt, and act in this era of continuous and accelerated change.  

Here’s to a productive—and hopefully less polarizing 2019.

https://www.i4cp.com/productivity-blog/one-third-of-business-professionals-view-change-as-bad-do-you
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1.   How do you see the way work is being conducted changing over the coming 
year, and what would your recommendation be to other HR leaders seeking 
to stay ahead of this disruption?

2.   What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining a disruptive culture?

What disruptive force should HR leaders anticipate  
and act upon in 2019?

The practical reality of widespread collaboration between automation and human 

workers. 2019 will see HR called upon to offer ways to get beyond simplistic ideas 

like "how many people will robots replace in their current jobs?" to the more vital 

question "how should our organization best optimize the combination of human and 

automated work to meet all dimensions of strategic success in the future?" See the 

book, Reinventing Jobs: A 4-Step Approach for Applying Automation to Work..

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

Transparency and trust are vital, but often overlooked dimensions of sustainable 

disruption. Do your employees trust your organization and its leaders enough to 

tell you what they know about how their work, your products, and your markets 

are evolving, or are they afraid that if they reveal what they know it will be used to 

implement layoffs or other relationship-harming decisions? Disruption requires a 

cultural commitment to a sustainable relationship and to working together.

Introduction

Questions i4cp posed:

Dr. John W. Boudreau
Author, Professor, and Research Director 
University of Southern California's Marshall School of Business  
and Center for Effective Organizations

NEXT PRACTICES NOW
i4cp Conference Speaker

https://www.amazon.com/Reinventing-Jobs-Approach-Applying-Automation/dp/1633694070/ref=sr_1_1/135-6791296-2624828?ie=UTF8&qid=1544650931&sr=8-1&keywords=reinventing+jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-boudreau-115500/
https://www.i4cp.com/conference?s=menu
https://ceo.usc.edu/
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“The thing that must be present for any cultural transformation to take place is great 

leadership. Talking about cultural transformation with strictly transactional leaders is 

almost a waste of time. 

Leaders have to lead in a way that makes the people working for them feel that they are 

being respected and being fairly treated, in terms of compensation, benefits, rewards, 

and just in how leaders talk to employees. 

For example, benefits have to be tailored for employees’ specific needs, not just general 

needs. Let’s say 75% percent of your workforce is under 30 and has no children. If you 

have benefits for people with children but not for people with pets, you’re signaling 

loud and clear that you don’t understand their needs, and you have to change that to 

transform your culture.”

Michael Bush
CEO 
Great Place to Work

NEXT PRACTICES NOW
i4cp Conference Speaker

Great
 Place
To 
Work®

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelcbush/
https://www.i4cp.com/conference?s=menu
https://www.greatplacetowork.com/
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NEXT PRACTICES NOW
i4cp Conference Speaker

Dr. Rob Cross
Edward A. Madden Professor of Global Leadership 
Babson College

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year(s), and implications for employers?

Organizations have to begin managing collaborative activities more intentionally. 

Far too many efforts—spans and layers, agile, liquid workforce, to name a few—treat 

teams and individuals as atoms. As if moving them from one point to another is 

seamless. Yet these moves always disrupt networks and require far longer to integrate 

than many recognize—our work repeatedly shows it takes a newcomer typically 3-5 

years to replicate the connectivity of a high performer in strong culture companies.

Treating people as atoms or teams as scrums/speedboats consistently results in 

tremendous inefficiencies in organizations as restructurings invariably overwhelm 

certain roles that have not been thought through from a collaborative standpoint and 

underutilize others. 

Ask yourself this: How much time do employees in your organization spend—in 

a typical week—on the phone, on email or in meetings? Then, ask how well you 

are managing this resource—employee time spent in collaborative work. It is not 

sustainable to have measurement systems that can track travel expenses down to two 

decimal places yet have no visibility into the enormous costs incurred as a product of 

simply engaging in collaborative activities from a “more is better” mindset.

Connected
Commons

https://www.i4cp.com/conference?s=menu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/crossrob/
https://connectedcommons.com/
http://www.babson.edu/
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What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

When you apply a network lens to culture you see it is nowhere near as uniform 

as traditional surveys lead us to believe. Too often companies deploy a culture 

assessment or engagement survey and come back with a score of four, for example, 

in a given area and think all is okay. 

In reality, when we array those scores over networks, you always find not an average 

score of four, but hot spots where things are going really well and clusters of fives. 

And dead spots where things are not going well with scores of two or three. 

You also often find that the most positive AND the most negative people are dead 

center in the network and counterbalance each other in ways that traditional surveys 

don’t reveal. With a network lens many members of the Connected Commons have 

been far more effective at driving cultural change through opinion leaders and 

recognizing that culture is more local than we have realized.
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Dan Price
Founder/CEO 
Gravity Payments

“Invest in learning more about  

the things you really care about  

as an organization—things besides  

money or power or other extrinsic 

rewards—and don’t compromise on  

your dedication to the things that you  

care about most. In the coming decades, 

that’s going to matter much more. 

And, if we as organizations aren’t  

focused on these types of issues in a 

way where we’re placing humanity over 

profits or ROI, then I think people will be 

increasingly less comfortable aligning with 

our organizations.”

Sanyin Siang
Executive Director  
Fuqua/Coach K Center on Leadership & Ethics 
Duke University

“Cultural transformation requires shared ownership throughout the organization. 

That doesn’t mean that everyone in the organization has to always agree with leadership. 

But asking employees what they think—and then actually listening to what employees 

have to say about how they perceive your culture and what they think it should 

be—is sometimes the most powerful question you can ask as you take on a cultural 

transformation—even if you think you know what the answers would be. 

It’s about making your people feel like their voices matter and that they are able to 

contribute. You don’t necessarily have to go with their solution, but people feeling like 

they’ve been heard is often enough for them to buy in to your solution. And that’s where I 

see a lot of leaders fail.”

NEXT PRACTICES NOW
i4cp Conference Speaker

NEXT PRACTICES NOW
i4cp Conference Speaker

https://www.fuqua.duke.edu/
https://www.i4cp.com/conference?s=menu
https://gravitypayments.com/about/
https://www.i4cp.com/conference?s=menu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danpriceseattle/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sanyin/
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Brian J. Miller
VP Talent, Development & Inclusion 
Gilead Sciences

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year?

What we’re all seeing is disruption founded in a lot of change, both internally and in 

the external environment.  

From an internal standpoint, companies are dealing with how best to manage and 

retain their talent. This includes executive turnover.

Externally, there is plenty of political or geopolitical activity where we’re seeing a lot 

of change and divisiveness. The rhetoric, lack of civility, and isolationist approach in 

the current environment has impact to companies because they are fighting the same 

thing—specifically siloed behavior, and the need to be more connected. 

What that comes down to, and what I see gets tested, are two things:

•   One, how do you make connections to the centerline of the business … knowing 

who, where, and how work is getting done becomes very important?

•   Two, there is a renewed focus on contributions. This means considering not just 

the impact of your work but the wellbeing of others, not focusing just on how I’m 

doing work, but am I making the company a better place? 

Your contribution is giving more to get more. In a more connected world, 

individualism for the sake of being an individual will also be tested.

WHITE PAPER | 2019 Talent Predictions

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brian-j-miller-ed-m-2a857/
https://www.gilead.com/
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What would your recommendation be to HR and/or learning 
leaders seeking to stay ahead of this disruption?

To stay ahead of this disruption, you have to really sense and respond, to see around 

corners, to bet on anticipation rather than bet on know-it data (which tells you the 

current state). Make bets on data you may not have a lot of visibility into. That’s how 

HR leaders have to start thinking, to think three steps ahead, and it comes down to 

how much risk tolerance do they have?

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

I believe in two tenets: engage and energize. Your ability to catalyze both is very 

important.  Be intentional about creating energy, open and honest communication, 

being transparent about what you’re trying to do, embedding the desire/courage to 

reach for something great, to fight for something special. That has to be the core of 

any culture. The science of hope/the bravery of hope.  You can look back at Obama’s 

speeches, in which he spoke about the audacity of hope. 
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David Casey
VP, Workforce Strategies & Chief Diversity Officer 
CVS Health

What disruptive force should HR leaders anticipate  
and act upon in 2019?

I believe the general intensity of polarization will continue into the foreseeable future. 

Many “external” topics/issues of the day, which historically weren’t part of the agenda 

at work, are now becoming frequent inside the workplace, in part due to the increased 

levels of visibility to colleagues’ perspectives in social media. Much of it will be housed 

under the broad context of politics, but will encompass things like economic class, 

immigration, religion, gender, civility vs. PC, ethnicity, LGBTQA, etc. 

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

We have become so technology-reliant for communications and information sharing, 

I believe HR will need to play a critical role in re-engaging/re-skilling the workforce on 

interpersonal communication skills. That communication may still be delivered via 

technology but will require employees to know how/when/if they should express their 

voices. This will be especially critical for leaders who will not only be expected, in some 

cases to have and express their voices by employees, but also by customers, investors 

and other external constituents. 

https://cvshealth.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/caseydavid/
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China Gorman
America Managing Director 
Unleash

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year(s), and implications for employers?

The big change coming to organizations is a renewed focus on the links between 

employees, culture, and performance. As more Baby Boomers stop working full-time 

(note I didn’t say retire), the differences between the four generations at work will 

become more challenging and critical to manage. 

Dedicating time and effort to building inclusive, cohesive cultures will make the 

difference between growth and stagnation, between profit and loss, and between 

high retention and low turnover.

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

The key to building a sustainable, productive culture is leadership at the top. The 

C-suite needs to model organizational values through their behavior. Every. Single. 

Day. As well as holding all leaders accountable for the same values-congruent 

behavior, with no exceptions. 

Many organizations are paying the price—literally and figuratively—today for 

accepting inappropriate behavior from the top of the house. (Note: Google global 

walkouts on November 2, 2018). 

Clear and consistent expectations alongside equitable treatment of all employees are 

the first steps in creating cultures that attract and retain the talent that will lead to 

organizational growth and success. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/01/technology/google-walkout-sexual-harassment.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/01/technology/google-walkout-sexual-harassment.html
https://www.unleashgroup.io/london
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chinagorman/


Liz McAuliffe
EVP of Human Resources 
T-Mobile

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year(s), and implications for employers?

I see two significant areas of evolving change in the year ahead. First, the demand 

for deliberately inclusive workplace practices, behaviors, and environments will grow 

as employees continue to elevate their needs and expectations. Leaders will be held 

accountable to address these demands, and bad behavior simply will not be accepted by 

employees or by board members. 

HR leaders need to work with senior leaders to cultivate an environment where all 

employees feel welcome and are inspired to perform. Key to this are programs and 

experiences that equip leaders with an understanding of the impact of biases and the 

power of inclusion. 

Second, changing technologies will continue to influence how people collaborate in 

2019. The tools we use to communicate are expanding exponentially, creating new 

ways to share ideas but also flooding us with technology options causing fatigue and 

disorganization. 

A clear strategy for how different tools will and won’t be used is imperative and must also 

allow flexibility for the needs of individual teams and processes as well as the evolution of 

the technology itself. 

 Institute for Corporate Productivity |13
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/eamcauliffe/
http://www.corporate-office-headquarters.com/tmobile-usa-inc
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What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

Culture is influenced most heavily by the senior leadership team of a company, and any 

transformation of culture starts and ends there. Organizational values and beliefs must 

be reflected in leadership behavior and in leadership decision making—both the what 

and the how. 

As guiding principles, these ideas must permeate the organization and be continuously 

reinforced passively (communication) and actively (performance management). If cultural 

transformation is on a company’s change agenda, the right amount of time must be given 

for change to happen—it can’t be rushed, and it can’t be drawn out.
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Danny Guillory
Head of Global Diversity and Inclusion 
Autodesk, Inc.

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year, and what would your recommendation 
be to other HR leaders seeking to stay ahead of this 
disruption?

The best employees are seeking purpose driven companies—they are mobile and can 

work anywhere for anyone.

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

Creating an environment where people can speak up and express opposing views 

without fear of retribution, and the knowledge that they will be seriously considered.

Jeff Pfeffer
Author & Thomas D. Dee II Professor of Organizational Behavior 
Graduate School of Business, Stanford University 

What disruptive force should HR leaders anticipate and act 
upon in 2019?

As millennials become a larger part of the workforce, companies should expect to 

see more instances of values, including political values about gender equity, the 

environment, privacy, inequality, and so forth affecting how employees react to 

organizational decisions. Simply put, dimensions other than profitability will become 

increasingly important in determining employees' evaluations of organizational 

decisions and actions.

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining a 
disruptive culture?

In a word, measurement. Measures focus attention, signal what is important, and 

affect how people are evaluated. Measures need to be aligned with strategy, culture, 

and values. In too many instances, they aren't.

AUTODESK®

https://www.stanford.edu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dannyguillory/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffrey-pfeffer-57a01b6/
https://www.autodesk.com/
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Tom Rath
Author & Researcher

What disruptive force should HR leaders anticipate and  
act upon in 2019?

Leaders must spend more time amplifying female voices on business and leadership. I 

have followed business bestseller lists for more than two decades and the one constant 

is they are always dominated by male authors. This lack of cognitive diversity among 

leading voices is bad for everyone. I found this so disturbing I cofounded a publishing 

company aiming to fix this problem. 

One of our first books out this year, Powerful: Building a Culture of Freedom and 

Responsibility by former Netflix CHRO Patty McCord, is a great example of what I see as 

a critical part of the solution. We need more women writing business leadership books 

(for men and women) in order to have more diverse bestseller lists and boardrooms in 

business. If you're not doing something to help more female voices be heard in business, 

you should not be in a leadership role in 2019.

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

One (often overlooked) key to building a great culture is that people need to have a 

structure in place where they have the potential to be their best every day. If you truly 

want an innovative workplace, you need people to show up every day who are well rested 

and not concerned about whether their work is negatively affecting the rest of their life. 

When you allow people to structure their work so it gives them more energy and well-

being, you set the stage for breakthroughs and more creative potential.

https://www.amazon.com/Tom-Rath/e/B001J8ZIN6/ref=sr_tc_2_0?qid=1545234969&sr=8-2-ent
https://www.linkedin.com/in/trath/
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Elliott Masie
Futurist, Analyst, and Speaker 
Founder of the MASIE Center, Chair of The Learning Consortium

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year(s), and implications for employers?

Work is shifting to more “gig” based roles—where we hire or contract with workers 

for shorter or more performance-based outcomes. In many organizations, a two-layer 

workforce is evolving: Career or Gig. Actually, many workers want Gig—as they have 

other responsibilities or aspirations that gig work enables. Employers will need to 

adapt benefits, enhancements, engagements and expectations accordingly.

And, work will be more AI- and automation-enabled. The infusion of AI technology 

into the workplace requires a shift in the wisdom, judgement and “control” 

dimensions of a worker’s self-concept. AI will transform a workplace and a workforce 

culture—and we are so far from understanding the impacts that it will be fraught with 

large levels of experimentation and even failure.

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining a 
disruptive culture?

Don’t make culture a capital word. Culture is what we do, how we are led, and how 

we react to change and opportunity. Most organizations that obsess about changing 

culture are often spending more time dialoguing about disruption than living  

through it. 

For example, if a company finds itself in a major natural disaster (e.g., a hurricane or 

power outage), the culture will shift. They will change and adapt and make the most 

of the new realities. Doing creates culture and even disruptive culture—not words on 

a mission statement chart.

Clear and consistent expectations alongside equitable treatment of all employees are 

the first steps in creating cultures that attract and retain the talent that will lead to 

organizational growth and success. 

https://masie.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elliottmasie/
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Daniel H. Pink
New York Times best-selling author of six books about work, business, 
and behavioral science

What disruptive force should HR leaders anticipate and act 
upon in 2019?

In the short term, it’s the tightest labor market in a very long time. That’s going to make it 

harder to find talent and raise the urgency of keeping the talent you already have. In the 

longer run—since tighter labor markets won’t last forever—it’s the increasing bifurcation 

of the workforce between those with the skills to flourish and those who risk falling 

permanently behind. 

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining a 
disruptive culture?

A sense of purpose, a sense of belonging, and the freedom to do one’s best work.

https://www.amazon.com/s/?ie=UTF8&keywords=drive+book+by+daniel+pink&tag=googhydr-20&index=aps&hvadid=241649183893&hvpos=1t2&hvnetw=g&hvrand=16441042933537256740&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=b&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9012133&hvtargid=kwd-88489221927&ref=pd_sl_4skefianu3_b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielpink/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top%3B4Bb9E57XSwuw%2BvbURqr8mQ%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top-search_srp_result&lici=6qQ%2FZyyDTiK%2BSaFyF0TtMw%3D%3D
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Laurie Marsh
EVP, Human Resources 
EcoLab

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year(s), and implications for employers?

Three themes:

1.   Companies will need to grow faster or die. (see Sears, GE, etc.) This will require 

role clarity and simplified matrix structures to enable better collaboration. 

2.   Smarter decision making. This will require leveraging digital to improve the 

way we work and including enrolling customers in the process. (See Amazon, 

customers have become the order entry, accounts payable, and customer  

returns function). 

3.   Better outcomes. This means strengthened differentiation/innovation and 

competitiveness for customers, shareholders, and employees, and leveraging 

digital to improve the way we work and the value we create—breakthrough 

productivity.

What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining  
a disruptive culture?

•  Geographical prioritization—collaboration and empowerment to move faster

•  Leadership and organizational behavior required to empower and activate

https://www.ecolab.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/laurie-marsh-90a7304/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top%3BkgqqNqjzRxitLSyVy470UA%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top-search_srp_result&lici=Gz9uAhjsTma858A9pTAtvA%3D%3D
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Chase Rowbotham
Head of People Analytics 
Genentech

How do you see the way work is being conducted changing 
over the coming year, and what would your recommendation 
be to other HR leaders seeking to stay ahead of this 
disruption?

1.   Shift in focus/demand from measuring HR activity to people and business outcomes; 

2.   Need to understand the effectiveness of HR spend relative to outcomes and 

subsequently evolve how HR investments are allocated—moving from silos to holistic 

views of spend and resourcing in order to deliver more value with the same amount of 

investment;

3.   Experimentation with more efficient HR delivery models (i.e., pooled resources vs 

dedicated partnering; re-designing jobs and staffing them more efficiently—don't hire 

senior, expensive resources to perform operational and tactical work; 

4.   Creating mechanisms and incentives to align talent towards the most important 

business imperatives regardless of hierarchy; 

5.   More focus on managing the interfaces (where it is hard) as opposed to working in the 

safe and friendly confines of your silo.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chase-rowbotham-051134/
https://www.gene.com/
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What is critical to transforming a culture or maintaining a 
disruptive culture?

You have to win hearts and the minds. I've found that the best way to build an emotional 

connection is through stories that bring what it is you are trying to drive towards (i.e., 

transformation, innovation) and make those stories super relatable and real. 

For some people, that emotional connection will serve as the only rallying cry that they 

will need. For others who are more skeptical, this is where data can come into play. In 

this case, winning the minds, is all about connecting the dots and how transformation or 

innovation is connected to employee and team success. The other thing that is important 

is incentives and how you reward people. 

You need to incent/reward what matters to drive and reinforce those behaviors. If people 

are getting top ratings or bonuses, but are not exuding the values or behaviors that you 

deem important, what message does that send? For those paying attention, the message 

is that it is all a bunch of hot air.
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Andrew Razeghi
Author and Founder of StrategyLab, Inc.  
Professor, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University

It’s time to bury the mantra “fail fast.” It sounds good but so too does cotton candy. 

Neither are good for you. Failing is not the goal. Learning is. The fastest learners win. 

There’s a word for people who not only fail but also fail to learn: losers. We don’t need 

more losers. We need more learners. 

The question then is: What do we need to teach all employees? Ownership mindset. 

The world is moving too fast to operate with the old idea of “P&L owners.” It’s also 

moving too fast to compete based on a community of subject matter experts. 

Everyone must become a P&L owner in very real ways. 

This requires two things: 

1.   Distribute accountability throughout the organization but also distribute 

responsibility by pushing greater discretion over budgets down into the 

organization and 

2.   Teach everyone principles of growth strategy and general management. Some 

call it “entrepreneurial skill” but in effect what that means is “how to make 

money.” Agility does not beget profitability. You can be agile and still lose money. 

Profitably agile is the goal. In order to do so, we need more “general managers”, 

faster learners and fewer losers.

STRATEGYLAB ®

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrew-razeghi-55b6147/
http://www.strategylab.com/
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About i4cp
i4cp is a research and advisory firm that discovers next practices in human 

capital. Our member organizations rely on i4cp to ensure that their efforts 

will make the greatest impact on the business today and in the future. 

Through superior research, peer collaboration, tools, and data, we provide 

insights that help organizations better anticipate, adapt, and act in a 

constantly changing business environment.

Learn more at i4cp.com

http://www.i4cp.com/
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